Abstract-In this paper, we introduce and solve some new problems of efficient reconstruction of an unknown sequence from its versions distorted by errors of a certain type. These erroneous versions are considered as outputs of repeated transmissions over a channel, either combinatorial channel defined by the maximum number of permissible errors of a given type, or a discrete memoryless channel. We are interested in the smallest such that erroneous versions always suffice to reconstruct a sequence of length , either exactly or with a preset accuracy and/or with a given probability. We are also interested in simple reconstruction algorithms. Complete solutions for combinatorial channels with some types of errors of interest in coding theory, namely, substitutions, transpositions, deletions, and insertions of symbols are given. For these cases, simple reconstruction algorithms based on majority and threshold principles and their nontrivial combination are found. In general, for combinatorial channels the considered problem is reduced to a new problem of reconstructing a vertex of an arbitrary graph with the help of the minimum number of vertices in its metrical ball of a given radius. A certain sufficient condition for solution of this problem is presented. For a discrete memoryless channel, asymptotic behavior of the minimum number of repeated transmissions which are sufficient to reconstruct any sequence of length within Hamming distance with error probability is found when and tend to 0 as . A similar result for the continuous channel with discrete time and additive Gaussian noise is also obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION
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Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9448(01)00465-5. from the point of view of redundancy, but in various fields of science, such as informatics, molecular biology, and chemistry, there are situations when no other method is feasible. With that motivation we study in this paper the problem of recovering an unknown sequence (or message) when a sufficiently large number of patterns (sequences) are known which are distorted versions of . We can assume that the components of belong to the alphabet , , and hence . For the precise formulation of the problem we can define a combinatorial or probabilistic channel and assume that patterns are obtained by multiple transmission of over the same channel (see Fig. 1 ). For a chosen type of single errors (for instance, substitutions, transpositions, or deletions of symbols), a combinatorial channel is defined by the maximum number of single errors which can occur during transmission of any input sequence of length over the channel. As a probabilistic channel we consider an ordinary discrete noisy channel without memory [20] , [7] . For restoring a sequence in both cases we use an -reconstructor which maps the matrix formed by the columns to . We call an exact reconstruction of if , and a reconstruction of within distance if where is the Hamming distance. (The case corresponds to exact reconstruction.) In the case of a probabilistic channel , we call the probability of the event the error probability of reconstructing within distance . In the case of a combinatorial channel , we should certainly assume that all patterns are different, since otherwise exact reconstruction of is not possible, for instance, when they coincide and differ from . No such assumption is needed in the probabilistic case. Moreover, we shall see that even if the probability of errorless transmission of over equals zero, the error probability of exact reconstruction of can be made as small as one wishes with the help of an -reconstructor for sufficiently large .
A natural measure of efficiency of a solution of the combinatorial problem under consideration is the minimum number such that there exists an -reconstructor which exactly reconstructs any from any of its different erroneous patterns (if they exist). It is also significant to find a simple realization of this mapping (reconstruction algorithm). Analogously, for a probabilistic channel it is important to find the minimum number such that there exists an -reconstructor whose error probability of reconstructing any within distance does not exceed a given . Now we briefly describe the main results of the paper. In Section II, we define combinatorial channels which are useful to describe combinatorial problems of efficient reconstruction of sequences and give solutions of these problems in the case of single errors of interest in coding theory. First we consider the combinatorial problem of reconstructing an unknown sequence when knowing different sequences each of which differs from in at most components (i.e., obtained by at most substitutions). What is the minimum number which is sufficient to exactly reconstruct any ? Does there exist a simple procedure for such a reconstruction? For example, is the following matrix : from eleven different sequences (written as columns) sufficient to reconstruct when ? For any , , and we show that this minimum number equals where and prove that in each row of the matrix formed by the columns one letter of occurs more often than others and it equals the component of the unknown . Thus, in this case, the majority algorithm can be applied to all rows of in order to reconstruct . In particular, for eleven sequences above are sufficient to reconstruct , and . Note that if we remove the last column of , another solution would also be suitable.
The next combinatorial problem is to reconstruct an unknown sequence when knowing different sequences obtained from with the help of at most transpositions of two components. Since these transpositions do not change the weight of the binary vector , we can assume that where and is a subset of consisting of all vectors of weight . As an example, can we uniquely restore from the matrix of six different columns obtained from with the help at most one transposition of two symbols? We show that this minimum number equals where
We also prove that for the reconstruction of from the matrix , whose columns are formed by its erroneous patterns, the following threshold algorithm can be applied:
if the number of ones in the th row of is greater than and otherwise . In particular, when and the six sequences are sufficient to uniquely restore , and we have . If we remove the last column, another solution would be suitable as well. We verify that different patterns are also sufficient for the reconstruction of any when and . However, this needs a generalized version of the threshold algorithm which will be described in Section II. We also give solutions to similar problems that allow asymmetric substitutions or . In these cases, can be efficiently reconstructed by applying Boolean functions, respectively, disjunction and conjunction in variables, to rows of .
A more complex combinatorial problem is connected with the reconstruction of an arbitrary when knowing different sequences , each obtained from by deletions of exactly symbols and hence is a subsequence of , . If denotes the maximum size of the set of common subsequences of length of two different sequences , then is the minimum number such that any can be exactly reconstructed using of its different subsequences of length (if they exist). We find and prove that (1) with equality for . In particular, and hence we can find a unique such that the eleven columns of the following matrix:
are subsequences of length of . An algorithm for reconstruction of with the help of of its different subsequences of length is based on an interesting combination of majority and threshold principles. This algorithm is described and illustrated by an example in Section II. We also find the maximum number of common supersequences of length of two different sequences from and present an algorithm for reconstruction of an arbitrary when knowing different supersequences of length (obtained from by insertions of symbols of ).
The considered combinatorial problems show that in fact we deal with the same problem for different metrics on . In this connection, we advance in Section III a graph-theoretical approach to the problem of reconstructing an unknown sequence using the minimum number of its patterns distorted by errors of a given type and restricted multiplicity. This problem is reduced to a new problem of reconstructing a vertex of an arbitrary graph when knowing a sufficient number of vertices in its metrical ball of a given radius. We consider a finite set of messages and a set of one-to-one, in general, partial mappings (called single errors) which have the following property: if , and , then there exists such that . We define a graph with the set of vertices and the set of edges where if and only if
and there exists such that . Then the path distance between vertices and of the graph is equal to the minimum number of single errors translating to . This construction is applicable to many sorts of single errors of interest in coding theory such as substitutions, transpositions, bursts, deletions and insertions of symbols, and arithmetic errors. Moreover, we shall see that an arbitrary graph of maximal degree can be treated as a graph whose path distance is defined by a set of single errors. For an arbitrary graph of diameter and any integers denote by the maximum number of vertices in the intersection of the metric balls of radius around vertices and such that . The number equals the minimum number such that any vertices in the metric ball of radius around any vertex suffice for exact reconstruction of . The property of monotonicity on intersections is introduced and a sufficient condition so that a graph has this property is found. This property allows us to easily calculate the values for some graphs.
It is significant to note that can be treated as the minimum number of vertices in the metric ball of radius sufficient for exact reconstruction of a vertex in a code of minimum distance . This allows us to consider and solve some new problems of coding theory when the minimum distance of a code does not allow one to correct errors of a given multiplicity. In particular, for the binary Hamming graph . This means that the minimum number of erroneous patterns sufficient for reconstruction of any word of a -error-correcting code of length , for the combinatorial channel with at most substitutions of symbols, is equal to independently of the length of the code.
The problem of efficient reconstruction of an unknown sequence at the output of a discrete probabilistic channel without memory is considered in Section IV. This consists of finding the minimum number of repeated transmissions which are sufficient for reconstruction of any sequence of length within Hamming distance with error probability . (The case corresponds to exact reconstruction.) To estimate we introduce and study reducible -reconstructors which have a remarkable property:
-tuple transmission of a message over a discrete memoryless channel using a reducible -reconstructor (see Fig. 1 ) is equivalent to single transmission of this message over a certain discrete memoryless channel which has an "improved" transition matrix.
A channel is referred to as nondegenerate if its transition matrix does not have two identical rows (otherwise, there exists a sequence which cannot be reconstructed with error probability ) and contains a column with at least two nonzero probabilities (otherwise, any output sequence allows us to reconstruct exactly the input sequence). For a channel we consider a constant which was introduced in [22] for finding the zero rate exponent and note that if and only if is nondegenerate. The main result can be formulated as follows. Let and be functions such that and as . Then for any nondegenerate discrete memoryless channel
In the case when grows linearly and decreases not faster than an exponent in , a bounded (i.e., independent of ) number of repetitions is sufficient.
We also consider the optimization problems of repeated transmission over continuous channels with discrete time and additive noise [7] . The problem of finding the minimum number of repeated transmissions, which are sufficient for reconstruction of any real vector within Euclidean distance with error probability , is reduced to a classical statistical problem for the minimax estimate. In the case of a Gaussian channel, the optimal -reconstructor is defined by , and, using this -reconstructor, -tuple transmission of any is equivalent to single transmission of over the same channel with variance divided by . We find the asymptotic behavior of for this channel. Section V contains concluding remarks and open problems. Some results of the paper without proofs were announced in [15] .
II. COMBINATORIAL CHANNELS
We denote by the set of sequences over the alphabet , . We shall also use the notation considering as a word of length over the alphabet . Let be the set of all words over . Every combinatorial channel will be characterized by a set of one-to-one partial mappings . 
Example 2.1 (Substitutions):
where the single error is defined on all such that and replaces the letter in by the letter . In this case, .
Example 2.2 (Asymmetric Errors):
and where the single error is defined on all such that and and replaces the letter in by the letter ( , respectively). In both cases, .
Example 2.3 (Cyclic Errors):
where the single error is defined on all such that and replace the letter in by the letter . In this case .
Example 2.4 (Transpositions):
where the single error is defined on all such that and transposes the letters and in . In this case, .
Example 2.5 (Deletions):
where the single error is defined on all such that , , and maps to the word of length . In this case .
Example 2.6 (Insertions):
where the single error is defined on all such that and maps to the word of length . In this case .
Other types of single errors such as bursts and arithmetic errors (see, for example, [18] ) also admit a similar description.
In addition to determining , it is also important to find a simple algorithm for reconstructing from different words in where The following definitions will be needed for that purpose. The composition of a word is (3) where is the number of occurrences of the letter in . The ordered composition of is (4) where (5) is a permutation of such that
The last conditions need not uniquely determine the permutation of , but it will be uniquely defined if we additionally require that whenever . With as defined above, we define the majority function by
If a letter occurs in more often than any other letter then . We will also need the threshold function (typically, will be or ). Given a vector of thresholds , we define
The threshold function is well defined for all such that (8) Note that if holds for only one then Note also that the majority function (6) can be expressed as (with zero thresholds Proof: Let all letters of the words coincide except the first one. Then all words which have an arbitrary first letter and differ from (and ) in at most remaining places belong to the set . This proves that is not smaller than the right-hand side of (10). The opposite inequality will follow from the proof of the second part of the theorem. To this end, we note that for any and , , the number of such that equals . Therefore, the letter occurs more often than others among and we can apply the majority function to find .
Thus, Theorem 1 determines the minimum number such that different words obtained from a word by at most substitutions are always sufficient for its reconstruction. Moreover, such a reconstruction can be performed by applying the majority function to each row of the matrix . Note that and for and , respectively. A numerical example has been given in Section I.
B. Transpositions and Asymmetric Errors
In the case when and consists of single transpositions, we put and note that any has the same composition as , i.e., , see Example 2.4 and (3). In particular, for each word in has the same Hamming weight. Therefore, it is natural to consider the problem to find where consists of all words with ones and zeros. If we define the distance between elements of to be half of the Hamming distance (the Hamming distance is even in this case), then is the metric ball of radius centered at point . This metric space is called the Johnson space. Proof: Denote the right-hand side of (12) by . Let , , be obtained from by a single transposition . Considering four possible cases for these two positions and it is easy to see that This proves that . The opposite inequality will follow from the proof of the second part of the theorem. To prove this part, we note that for any and , , the number of such that equals if , and equals if . This implies that for the threshold function (13) allows us to find and completes the proof of the fact that .
Thus, Theorem 2 determines the minimum number such that different words obtained from a word by at most transpositions are always sufficient for its reconstruction. Moreover, such a reconstruction can be performed by applying a threshold function to the composition of each row of the matrix . Note that and for and , respectively. A numerical example has been given in Section I .
It is worth pointing out that any words obtained from an arbitrary by at most one transposition are sufficient to reconstruct this , and hence for any . In this case, we know the composition of (it coincides with that of all ) and can reconstruct as follows: (14) where and
It follows from the fact that the number of such that and equals . Note that, in general, application of the majority function to all rows is not suitable in this case.
Example 2.7:
Let the columns of the matrix be obtained from an unknown by at most one transposition of two symbols. Any column allows us to determine the composition of . Using (14) we find that . The proof of Theorem 3 is a simple modification of that of Theorems 1 and 2. In these cases, to reconstruct one can apply conjunction or disjunction to each row of the matrix .
C. Deletions and Insertions
In the case when and consists of single deletions and single insertions (see Examples 2.5 and 2.6), the set is the metric ball of radius centered at in the deletion/insertion metric introduced in [12] (see also [14] ). Since the length of words of varies from to , we consider separately the case of exactly deletions and the case of exactly insertions. Let (15) It is obvious that is the set of all words obtained from by deletion of letters (subsequences of length ) and is the set of all words obtained from by insertion of letters (supersequences of length ). We shall show how to find (16) and (17) Moreover, we shall describe simple algorithms that recover with the help of any different elements of (if they exist) and with the help of any different elements of (we verify that such a number of elements always exist in ). The detailed proof of these results is omitted here, it will be published in the Journal of Combinatorial Theory.
For any nonnegative integers and define
It is useful to assume that for any integers and such that or and to extend the definition of to the case when . In this case, if . As was mentioned in [4] (with the reference to the report [3] ) Calabi proved that when (18) Recently, Hirschberg [10] found a recurrence on , for computing , namely
In particular (20) The formula for is due to Calabi [3] . One can show that for any and (21) Using (18) we have that for (22) and for (23) From (19) and (22) it follows that (24) and one can use (19) and (20) for any . The algorithm consists in successive application of threshold functions to the ordered composition of the first rows of the matrices formed by erroneous patterns. At any step, the first letter and also , , deleted letters of the unknown word are determined, and the problem is reduced to a similar analysis of a submatrix with a smaller number of rows.
We shall consider the words as columns of a matrix of size . For any , denote by the submatrix of formed by all of its columns whose first letter is and by the submatrix of which is obtained by removing the first row of . For the first row of find the permutation and the ordered composition of (see (5) and (4)). Consider the thresholds (27) and note that due to (23) This result was published in [13] for ; the extension to the general case is immediate. We shall also assume that for and , and that agrees with (30) (see (9) 
III. GRAPH-THEORETICAL APPROACH TO RECONSTRUCTION OF SEQUENCES
The considered combinatorial problems of efficient reconstruction of sequences can be reduced to some extremum problems of reconstruction of vertices of graphs using the minimum number of different vertices in their metrical balls of a restricted radius. The problems of exact reconstruction of a vertex and its reconstruction with a preset accuracy expressed in terms of the path distance of a graph are given. We introduce the property of a graph to be monotone on intersections. This property of a graph allows us to find solutions of the problems in terms of parameters of the graph. Given number of possible errors, the problem of reconstruction of arbitrary vertices within distance is close to an exact reconstruction of vertices belonging to a subset of vertices (code) with the minimum distance between its different elements. This gives rise to new problems for -error-correcting codes when the number of possible errors exceeds . Although these problems make sense for an arbitrary graph, we consider a special representation of a graph based on the description of its path metric with the help of a set of single errors which are partial one-to-one mappings on the set of vertices. We show that this approach does not lose generality. On the other hand, many types of errors of essential interest in coding theory imply the natural description of the corresponding graphs. Moreover, this approach allows us to formulate a sufficient condition for a graph to be monotone on intersections. We use this condition in order to find solutions of the extremum problems for some types of single errors.
A. Reconstructing Vertices of a Graph
Let be a graph with a finite set of vertices and a set of edges which are unordered pairs of distinct elements of . We denote by the path metric of , equal to the minimum number of edges in a path joining and . We do not, in general, assume that is a connected graph and put if and belong to different components. 
B. Graphs with Error Metric
The metric approach to the problem of efficient reconstruction of sequences for different types of errors gives rise to the natural definition of a class of graphs including Cayley graphs. Let be a finite (or countable) set. Consider a set of one-to-one, in general, partial mappings which are referred to as single errors. . It is in general not true that if we put for each which is not defined on, we obtain a permutation of . On the other hand, any single error , which is a permutation of , can be given by a product of cycles of length or more (with omitted cycles of length one). In particular, the Petersen graph in Fig. 2 is a graph with the set of four single errors (involutions):
or with the set of three single errors:
In both cases we have . The construction of the graphs with can be used for many types of single errors considered in coding theory (see also [12] , [13] , [18] . It is worth pointing out that any graph is a graph with error metric. For instance, we can consider each edge of as an involution which is defined only on two vertices and permutes them. It is, therefore, of interest to minimize the size of a set of single errors for which a graph coincides with . It is clear that for any graph of degree . In the sequel, we consider finite graphs .
Lemma 4: Any graph of degree is a graph
for a set consisting of involutions. There exist graphs of degree which cannot be represented as graphs for a set consisting of involutions.
Proof: A graph coincides with a graph where consists of involutions if and only if there exists a partition of into subgraphs , of degree one. This reduces the problem under consideration to the known problem of coloring edges of a graph using the minimum number of colors letting the colors of any adjacent edges be different. This problem for a graph of degree with parallel edges was solved by Shannon in [21] . He proved that and showed that this bound is tight for any . For the class of graphs without parallel edges that we are interested in, the problem was solved by Vizing in [23] . He proved that and, for any , constructed graphs of degree for which this bound is attained.
The graphs in Figs. 2 and 3 are examples of regular graphs of degree which cannot be represented as graphs with three involutions. However, we have verified that the Peterson graph is a graph with a set of three single errors such that . Is it true that any graph of degree is a graph for a set of permutations such that ? To obtain an answer to this question, we present some facts. Let a regular graph of degree be a graph with the set of single errors such that . For any consider the set and note that . In the case , is a regular subgraph of of degree two (or -factor) if and only if is a permutation of without unit cycles and cycles of length two. In the case , is a regular subgraph of of degree one (or -factor) if and only if is a permutation of without unit cycles. On the other hand, by the Petersen theorem (see, for instance, [9] ), any regular graph of even degree is partitioned into -factors. Since any graph can be converted to a regular graph of the same degree by adding vertices and edges, these arguments show that any graph of degree can be represented as a graph where and if and only if is even or is odd and has a subgraph of degree one such that has degree . In particular, the regular graph of degree in Fig. 3 cannot be represented as a graph where and since it does not have -factors. However, the following statement implies that it is still a graph with three single errors (for which ).
Lemma 5: Any graph of degree is a graph for a set consisting of single errors and, in particular, of permutations (without unit cycles) of vertices in the case of regular .
Proof: By the above-mentioned facts, it is sufficient to prove this statement for a regular graph of odd degree only. if is a permutation of without unit cycles. From the definition of single errors and the property it follows that to prove the lemma it suffices to show that, for any regular graph of degree , the directed graph is partitioned into directed -factors. The following elegant proof of this fact, which is valid both for even and odd , was proposed by A. Brouwer in a discussion of the problem. The bipartite double of (see [2] ) is the graph where and if and only if and . If is a regular graph of degree , then is a bipartite regular graph of degree and, hence, there exists a partition of into regular subgraphs of degree one ( -factors) , (see, for instance, [9] , [16] ). Define directed graphs , as follows: if and only if . The construction used implies that form a partition of and each is a directed -factor on .
Thus, any graph can be considered as a graph with the minimum number of single errors, which is equal to the degree of .
C. Monotonicity on Intersections of Graphs with Error Metric
Now we prove a sufficient condition for a graph with error metric to be monotone on intersections. This allows one to find the value for some types of single errors. As an example, note that if is a code of minimum distance , then the minimum number of erroneous patterns over the combinatorial channel admitting substitution errors that always suffice to reconstruct an arbitrary point , for , , and , is equal to , , and , respectively. Note also that, for a code of minimum distance , the equality (49) means that the minimum number of sequences that are sufficient to reconstruct an arbitrary for the combinatorial channel with at most substitutions equals independent of length . . This implies the formula above.
Note that (10) and (12) are special cases of Corollaries 1 and 2 for . It is worth pointing out that there exist distance-transitive graphs that are not monotone on intersections. In particular, the following example of such graph ([2, p. 363]) was communicated to the author by A. Brouwer. Consider a graph whose set of vertices is formed by cosets of the punctured perfect Golay -code (see [17] ). Two vertices are adjacent if and only if the Hamming distance between the corresponding sets is one. The sought graph is the bipartite double of . The graph is distance-transitive and has diameter . However, for its vertex set .
IV. PROBABILISTIC CHANNELS
The problem of efficient reconstruction of an unknown sequence distorted by errors which occur with certain probabilities is reduced to an optimization problem of multiple transmission of an arbitrary sequence over a probabilistic channel (see Fig.  1 ). It should be taken into account that for discrete channels, in general, the exact reconstruction of a sequence is possible only within a certain probability. For channels with continuous input and output, in general, the probability of the exact reconstruction of a multiply transmitted sequence equals zero and we can only attempt to reconstruct this sequence with a certain accuracy. In this section, we consider the problem of finding the minimum number of transmissions of a sequence over a discrete memoryless channel sufficient to reconstruct the sequence exactly (or within a given Hamming distance) with a permissible error probability. We shall also consider a similar problem for continuous channels with discrete time and additive noise: the efficient reconstruction of an arbitrary real sequence within a given Euclidean distance. It should be noted that these problems can be treated as those of mathematical statistics with a known probability distribution. However, we shall see that some methods and results of the theory of information transmission can be successfully applied to solve these problems.
A. Optimal -Recontructors for Discrete Channels
Consider the problem of reconstruction of an unknown sequence provided that the permissible errors transform to vectors of (of the same length) with some probabilities. The problem is to find the minimum number such that an arbitrary can be reconstructed with a preset accuracy and error probability from distorted versions of .
In order to give to this problem a precise formulation, we use the Shannon notion of a discrete memoryless channel with input and output alphabets and , respectively. Such a channel is characterized by the property that each letter of the output sequence is statistically dependent only on the corresponding letter of the input sequence. The channel is specified by a transition matrix of the size , where is the probability of receiving the letter when the letter is transmitted; for any . We shall denote this channel (as its transition matrix) by . Thus, the probability of receiving when is transmitted over a discrete memoryless channel can be expressed as For any we can consider the sequence of elements of as a sequence of patterns of distorted by errors in the channel . Contrary to the case of combinatorial channels, some elements of this sequence might be identical. We again consider as columns of a matrix over of the size . All elements of each row of are images of the same letter. Denote by the set of all matrices over of the size . Let be the set of all mappings , which are referred to as -reconstructors. For fixed we can consider as an -valued random variable with the probability assignment (50) For any , and any one can calculate the error probability (51) of reconstructing within Hamming distance . Note that the case corresponds to the exact reconstruction. We set (52) and call an -reconstructor optimal if it gives the minimum in (52). The function is a nonincreasing function in because . For any discrete memoryless channel , , and integers and , denote by the minimum integer such that (we shall see that such integer exists except in some degenerate cases). Thus, is the minimum number of repeated transmissions which allow one to reconstruct any sequence of length with accuracy up to letters with error probability at most . Our aim is to obtain bounds on which determine its asymptotic behavior when under some restrictions on the dependence of and on .
B. Reducible -Recontructors for Discrete Channels
For a discrete memoryless channel it is natural to consider a class of -reconstructors whose action reduces -tuple transmission of a message over to its single transmission over another "improved" memoryless channel . An -reconstructor for a memoryless channel ( On the other hand, any reducible -reconstructor for a channel generates a partition of (or of some subset thereof) where In general, differs from for this partition. However, the corresponding channels and [and hence the error probabilities (51)] must coincide for these -reconstructors, because This allows us by bounding (52) to restrict our consideration of reducible -reconstructors to -reconstructors where is a partition into subsets. Denote by the set of all reducible -reconstructors. By analogy with (52) we set (54) and call a reducible -reconstructor (in particular, ) optimal if it gives the minimum in (54) (we shall see that there exists a reducible -reconstructor which is optimal for all and , , whose definition does not depend on ). For a reducible -reconstructor , the value characterizes the error probability of transmitting a letter over this channel or of its recovery at the output of the -reconstructor . Let (55) where the minimum is taken over all partitions of into decoding regions. 
where We shall also use the fact that grows in . If one considers the partition of and the letter for which the extrema in (55) are attained, then for the equality in (59) holds. Using the fact that the minimum in (54) is attained at an -reconstructor , we get (58).
At the first sight it might seem that an optimal reducible -reconstructor must be optimal in the class of all -reconstructors since we consider memoryless channels . However, this is not Note that such a partition is in general not uniquely defined, however, the value (62) does not depend on and minimizes in the class of all partitions of into subsets . Therefore (see (55)) (63) where (64) and the minimum is taken over all partitions of into decoding regions of , , satisfying the ML property.
Example 4.1 (Continued):
For the channel (56) with the partition of above is the unique one satisfying this property. Therefore, using the calculations above we get if .
The following lemma establishes our basic bounds to . The key to its proof is to show that the average over of the probability of error of reconstructing within distance is minimized by the reducible -reconstructor with satisfying the ML property (for , the latter holds by the standard optimality of ML decoders).
Lemma 8: For any integers and
Proof: The upper bound follows from (58) and (63). To obtain the lower bound we consider for an -reconstructor the partition defined by (60) and note that Since the condition implies by the ML property, this completes the proof of the fact that (66) is minimized by . By (53), can be regarded as the output of a discrete channel, hence represents the probability that, transmitting over this channel, the output differs from in more than components. It follows that (65) for represents the probability that the input and output differ in more than components when a random input, uniformly distributed on , is transmitted over this channel. In this case, the input and output differ in the th component with probability (62), and these events are independent for . This proves that, for , (65) equals .
C. Bounds on the Minimum Number of Repeated Transmissions
Now we are ready to obtain an asymptotically tight bound on the minimum number of repeated transmissions that allow one to reconstruct any sequence of length with accuracy up to letters with error probability of at most for a discrete memoryless channel .
For any distinct , consider the set (67) which may be empty. For any , , let
and (69) It is clear that . Note that if and only if is empty for all distinct . This means that any column of transition matrix contains at most one nonzero probability and, hence, each letter of any input sequence is uniquely defined by the corresponding letter of the output sequence. Note also that if contains two identical rows. The converse statement is true as well. Indeed, if for some distinct then and, hence, for each . From the necessary condition of equality in the Holder inequality it follows that for all and, hence, contains two identical rows. The existence of these identical rows in implies that, for any , where . This means that at least one of the sequences and cannot be reconstructed with error probability . In order to exclude these trivial cases we shall consider nondegenerate channels whose transition matrix does not have two identical rows and contains a column with at least two nonzero probabilities. The arguments above show that if (and only if) the channel is nondegenerate.
The following statement is derived from the celebrated result on the probability of error for a code with two codewords due to Shannon, Gallager, and Berlekamp [22, Theorem 5] . In fact, we apply their arguments to calculate the corresponding bounds for the "repetition" code . This explains rather a simple formulation of the statement. . In particular, when .
Example 4.2:
For the channel and Note that in this case for any since However, one can recover any sequence, including , with arbitrary prescribed error probability, using a sufficient number of its transmissions over the channel. Proof: Denote by the right-hand side of (83). Using Lemma 9, we get and hence, by Lemma 8, for , any and
Note that the Chernoff bound (82) shows that the probability of the event that at least wrong letters will result when a sequence of length is transmitted over a symmetric binary channel with parameter decreases exponentially with when . If it is desirable to have a better constant in the exponent or an exponent in the case , one can use repeated transmissions and estimate the minimum number of necessary transmissions with the help of Theorem 5. In particular, in the case , , and we get that five repetitions are sufficient independently of the length .
D. Reconstruction for Continuous Channels with Additive Noise
In this subsection we consider channels with discrete time and an additive noise for which the input and output alphabet is the set of all reals. We again assume that each letter of the output sequence is statistically dependent only on the corresponding letter of the input sequence and is the sum of that letter and a noise which is a continuous random variable with mean . For simplicity, we assume that the distribution function of has a symmetric density . In particular, grows linearly with the sequence length when the permissible error probability of reconstruction within a given Euclidean distance decreases not faster than exponentially in .
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
The aim of this paper has been to develop the theory of efficient reconstruction of sequences which deals with optimization problems for repeated transmission of information through combinatorial and probabilistic channels. There is a significant difference between these problems and the traditional problems of the theory of information transmission. We consider repeatedly transmitting an arbitrary message in noncoded form and minimize the number of retransmissions sufficient for reproducing the message with a preset accuracy and/or probability. This theory includes combinatorial, information-theoretical, and statistical problems.
For combinatorial channels with types of single errors of considerable interest in coding theory, such as substitutions, transpositions, asymmetric errors, deletions, and insertions, these optimization problems were solved. Moreover, simple algorithms for the efficient reconstruction of sequences based on generalized threshold functions were found. However, there are numerous open problems connected with other types of single errors including their combinations, for example, substitutions, deletions, and insertions. Interesting combinatorial problems also arise to find for some subsets , for example, for the set of words with a given composition (in particular, for all permutations when ) in the case of transpositions.
The concept of the graph with error metric develops the general construction of metrics on a finite or countable set (in particular, ) introduced in [12] . At first sight, it is surprising that any finite graph of degree can be treated as a graph with a set of single errors which are permutations of vertices in the case of regular . Coding theory, the theory of sequences, and computational molecular biology (see [1] , [6] , [8] , [19] ) give numerous examples of types of single errors (one-to-one partial mappings ) for which the property or the weaker parallelogram property is satisfied. An important problem is to describe types of single errors inherent to genes, genomes, and other objects of molecular biology and determine the minimum number of erroneous patterns sufficient for exact reconstruction. It is worth mentioning a natural generalization of graphs when each single error has a positive weight and is considered as a directed graph with weighted edges. In this case, each ordered pair of vertices of is characterized by the "weighted distance" which equals the minimum sum of edge weights in a directed path joining with . To advance the graph-theoretical approach it is significant to calculate for some other graphs and, in particular, to strengthen Lemma 6 for Abelian graphs. An interesting problem is to find the minimum size of a set in the Hamming metric ball centered at an arbitrary which allows one to approximate this within distance and find the corresponding al-gorithm. In general, the majority algorithm is not suitable for . Combinatorial channels essentially differ from probabilistic ones in that they admit exact reproduction of messages, whereas for probabilistic channels messages are reproduced with a certain probability. However, one should pay a large price for this possibility. A simple calculation for the combinatorial -channel of Theorem 1 shows that if the number of errors increases linearly with the length of messages, then exact reproduction requires an exponentially increasing number of different erroneous patterns. On the other hand, by Theorem 4, for reconstructing any message of length with a fixed probability (for instance, ) at the output of a discrete probabilistic channel, a number of repetitions increasing logarithmically with is sufficient. (The difference is two orders of magnitude!)
The notion of a reducible -reconstructor for a discrete memoryless channel seems natural and fruitful. Although an optimal -reconstructor is not in general reducible, bounds for reducible -reconstructors were used for a proof of the main Theorem 4, and the asymptotic expression (79) is also valid for the class of reducible -reconstructors. Moreover, this notion gives rise to the new problem of interest to find (see (55)) for a channel and the corresponding partition of into regions.
The results on the reproduction of a sequence with the help of its repeated transmissions over Gaussian channel lie in the course of traditional problems of mathematical statistics. However, the question of interest is the existence and construction of optimal -reconstructors whose definition does not depend on for the cases when the distribution function of the noise has another symmetric density. Note that Theorems 4-6 allow one to compare asymptotic behavior of the minimum number of repeated transmissions of a message over discrete and continuous memoryless channels that are sufficient to recover this message with a preset accuracy and given error probability.
For probabilistic channels, the problem of reconstructing a sequence when knowing that this sequence belongs to a code is also of interest, but it is not considered in this paper.
